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ABSTRACT
The Rapid progression in modern internet technology has
provoked people to communicate and express by sharing
images, video, and other forms of online media. The better
image retrieval techniques is increasing rapidly. Vector
Quantization (VQ) is one of the lossy image compression
techniques. VQ is more efficient than scalar quantization in
terms of distortion. VQ comprises of three stages: Codebook
Generation, Image Encoding and Image Decoding. The key
component of VQ is the codebook generation. The
performance of VQ depends on the quality of the codebook
generated.
The performance of five different codebook generation
techniques namely the Linde, Buzo, and Gray (LBG), Kekre‟s
Proportionate Error Algorithm (KPE), Kekre‟s
Fast
Codebook Generation (KFCG), Kekre Error Vector Rotation
algorithm (KEVR) and Kekre‟s Efficient Fast Algorithm
(KEFA) for Vector Quantization have been analyzed. In this
paper various global codebook generation algorithms for color
images are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The field of Image compression continues to grow at a rapid
pace. In future, the need to store and transmit images will only
continue to increase faster than the available capability to
process all the data. Even with the rapid growth in computer
power and increase in the internet bandwidth, The ability to
process and transmit the desired amount of image data
continues to be problematic. Moreover, advances in video
technology and the corresponding growth in the multimedia
market, including high-definition television are creating a
demand for new, better and faster image. Compression
algorithms. Applications that require image compression are
many and varied. The massive amount of data required for
images is a primary reason for the development of many
image compression techniques. Of course, general purpose
compression programs can be used to compress images, but
the result is less than optimal. This is because images have
certain statistical properties which can be exploited by
encoders specifically designed for them. Also, some of the
finer details in the images can be sacrificed for the sake of
saving a little more bandwidth or storage space. Basically, the
digital images can be divided into the spatial domain and
frequency domain. Before compressing the image data of the
frequency domain, we must transform the image data of the
spatial domain into the frequency domain, for example, using

Discrete Cosine Transform or Hadamard Transform. Vector
quantization [1] is one of the most used ways to compress the
image data in the spatial or frequency domain. Compression
technique which exploits the correlation of the neighboring
samples. According to the rate-distortion theorem, better
performance is achievable by VQ than scalar quantization.
In the present paper we study the codebook generation in
vector quantization (VQ). For codebook generation, two
optimizations are essential, first is the Partition optimization
and the second is the codebook centroid optimization. The
aim is to find a set of representative vectors (called
codevectors, or codebook) for a given training set by
minimizing the average distortion between the training set and
the codebook. It is assumed that the vectors are mapped to
their nearest representative in the codebook in respect to a
distortion function.
Different types of VQ, such as classified VQ [2], address
VQ[2], finite state VQ[2] side match VQ[2], mean-removed
classified VQ[3], [4], and predictive classified VQ[3], have
been used for various purposes. VQ has been applied to other
applications, such as index compression [5], [7], and inverse
half toning [3],[6], [7].The important component of a VQ
algorithm is the codebook generation. The most widely used
technique for codebook generation is the Linde, Buzo and
Gray (LBG) algorithm [8]. With its relatively simple structure
and computational complexity, VQ has received much
attention in the last decade. The performance of the VQ
highly depends on the effectiveness of the codebook.The most
widely used Generalized Lloyd Algorithm (GLA) starts with
an initial solution, which is iteratively improved using two
optimality criteria until a local minimum is reached. A
codebook can also be built hierarchically. The iterative
splitting algorithm [9], [10] starts with a codebook of size one,
which is the centroid of the entire training set. The codebook
is then iteratively enlarged by a splitting procedure until it
reaches the desired size.
Another hierarchical algorithm, the Pairwise Nearest
Neighbor (PNN), uses an opposite, bottom-up approach to
generate the codebook. It starts by initializing a codebook.
Texture feature extraction using VQ based methods viz. LBG
and KEVR are discussed. Research efforts in codebook
generation techniques have been concentrated in two
directions: one to generate a better codebook that approaches
global optimal solution, and the other to reduce the
computational complexity.

2. VECTOR QUANTIZATION
The vector quantization is one of the primary image
compression techniques while compressing the image data in
the spatial or frequency domain. It is so called the Loss
Digital Image Compression in which the distortions have
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occurred during the restored image procedure and the restored
image will differ from the original one after compression
procedure. A vector quantizer Q of dimension k and size N is
a mapping from a vector in k-dimensional Euclidean space
points. This can be expressed mathematically and given as
Q:Rk  C, where the codeword C={Y1, Y2, Y3, …,YN}, and
Yi ∈ Rk. The set C is called the codebook and Yi, 1≤i≤N are
called codewords. In VQ structure, the process of set of
training {xi,i=1,2,…,n} that corresponding to the set of
codeword {yj,j=1,2,…,m} is called VQ encoding, and the set of
codeword is called codebook. The goal of VQ encoding is to
generate one index of training sample among codebooks
which represents the smallest Euclidean distance named as
E[d(Xi,Yj)] between codeword and training vector.
Two error metrics that are used to compare the various image
compression techniques are the Mean Square Error (MSE)
and the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR). The MSE is the
cumulative squared error between the compressed and the
original image, whereas PSNR is a measure of the peak error.
The mathematical formulae for the two are (1) and (2)
respectively.
M

N

2

MSE   I ( x, y)  I ' ( x, y )
y 1 x 1

…(1)



255

PSNR  20 * log 10 
 sqrt( MSE ) 
….(2)
where I(x,y) is the original image, I‟(x,y) is the approximated
version (the reconstructed image) and M,N are the dimensions
of the images. The efficiency of VQ mainly depends on the
quality of the codebook. The performance of the codebook
generation techniques is measured in terms of time taken to
generate the codebook and the quality of the reconstructed
images using the codebooks.
A lower value for MSE means lesser error, and as seen from
the above equations, PSNR is the inverse of MSE and a higher
value of PSNR is good because it means that the ratio of
Signal to Noise is higher. The signal is the original image and
the noise is the error in reconstruction. Hence if we find a
compression scheme having a lower MSE (and a high PSNR),
we can recognize that it is a better one. The MSE can find out
the nearest or most representative vector of codebook. A good
quality of restoration is adopted by the Peak Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (PSNR).
The basic process flow of VQ is Codebook Generator, Vector
Encoder and Vector Decoder as follows:
Step 1: Codebook generating:
1. Depend on the selected way to generate codebooks.
Step 2: Encoding:
1. Cut the original image into regular size image blocks.
2. Calculate and find out the codeword most closing to the
image block of codebook. After that, record its index.
3. Output the indexes to a file.
Step 3: Decoding:
1. Make the recorded indices correspond to its codebook, and
take out the code words.
2. Restore the codeword to the position of original training
sample one by one until the original image shows up.
A variety of encoding methods are available in literature:

Partial Distortion search (PDS) [11], nearest neighbor search
algorithm based on orthonormal transform (OTNNS)
[12].Partial Distortion Elimination (PDE) [13], Kekre‟s fast
search algorithms [14], [15], etc., are classified as partial
search methods. All these algorithms minimize the
computational cost needed for VQ encoding keeping the
image quality close to Exhaustive search algorithm.

3. SIMILARITY MEASURES
Many Current Retrieval systems take a simple approach by
using typically norm-based distances (e.g., Euclidian distance
[16]) on the extracted feature set as a similarity function. The
main premise behind these CBIR systems is that given a
“good set” of features extracted from the images in the
database, then for two images to be “similar” their extracted
features have to be “close” to each other. Most commonly
Euclidian distance and correlation coefficient are used as
similarity measure in CBIR.
Correlation coefficient measures the cosine of the angle
between two vectors and varies between 0 to 1. When it is 1
both the vectors are aligned but their magnitude may not be
same. In contrast to this Euclidian measure gives the distance
between the vectors, when it is 0 not only the vectors are
aligned but their magnitude is also same. Here we have
preferred Euclidian distance as a similarity measure. The
direct Euclidian distance between an image P and query
image Q can be given as below.

ED 

n

 (V
i 1

pi

 Vqi ) 2

where, Vpi and Vqi be the feature vectors of image P and
Query image Q respectively with size „n‟.

4. CODEBOOK GENERATION USING
VECTOR QUANTIZATION
4.1 Linde Buzo Gray (LBG) Algorithm [17]
In this method, centroid of the entire training set is computed
first. A constant error is added to the centroid. By adding the
constant error to and subtracting the constant error from the
centroid respectively, two different vectors v1 and v2 are
obtained. Then two clusters are formed by grouping the
nearest vectors of v1 and v2 using the minimum distance
method. The centroids of these two clusters are computed and
again the constant error is added to the centroids to get further
codevectors. These steps are repeated until the desired size of
codebook is generated.
The shortcoming of this algorithm is that the cluster
elongation is +135˚ to horizontal axis in two dimensional
cases resulting in inefficient clustering. It presents high MSE.
Relative figure for LBG in 2-D case as shown,

Figure 1. LBG for 2-Dimensional Case
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4.2 Kekre’s Proportionate Error Algorithm
(KPE) [18] :
In this method, a proportionate error is added to the centroids
of the clusters. The error value is decided based on the
components of the centroid. The minimum cj of the
components of the codevector as
{c1, c2, c3, …, ck} is computed. The error value ei is
calculated as:
if ci/cj <=10 then
assign ei=ci/cj
else
assign ei=10
where,ci is the individual component of the codevector and cj
is the minimum of the components. ei is the component of the
error vector{e1, e2,..., ek}. Every time when the new clusters
are formed, the error vector is generated and is added to the
codevectors to form the new codevectors. This two algorithm
takes more time, since Euclidean distance computation is
required.
While adding proportionate error a safe guard is also
introduced so that neither v1 nor v2 go beyond the training
vector space eliminating the disadvantage of the LBG.

4.3 Kekre’s Efficient Fast Algorithm
(KEFA) [20] :
In this method, the image is divided into small blocks of the
size
4 x 4 pixels and the blocks are converted to the codevectors of
dimension k, where k = 4 x 4. Giving a matrix T of size N x k
consisting of N number of image training vectors of
dimension k, each row of the matrix is the image training
vector of dimension k. The training vectors are sorted with
respect to the first column of the matrix T and the entire
matrix is considered as one single cluster. The median of the
matrix T is chosen as codevector for the codebook. The
matrix is then divided into to two equal parts and each of the
part is again sorted based on the second column of the matrix
and we obtain two clusters both consisting of equal number of
vectors. The median of both the parts are picked up as
codevectors for the codebook.Now the size of the codebook is
two and two other clusters are formed. These clusters are
again divided into four other parts and the median of the four
parts are selected to give further codevectors. The above steps
are repeated until a codebook of desired size is reached. This
algorithm takes very less time compared to the above two
algorithms, since Euclidean distance computation is not
required.

are computed with vectors v1 & v2 and two clusters are
formed based on closest of v1 or v2. The codevectors of the
two clusters are computed and then both clusters are splitted
by adding and subtracting error vector rotated in k
dimensional space at different angle to both the codevector.
This modus operandi is repeated for every cluster and every
time to split the clusters error ei is added and subtracted from
the codevector and two vectors v1 and v2 is generated. Error
vector ei is the ith row of the error matrix of dimension k. The
error vectors matrix E is given in equation 1.

These error vector sequences have been obtained by taking
binary representation of numbers starting from 0 to k-1 and
replacing zeros by 1‟S and ones by -1‟S. This algorithm takes
very less time, since Euclidean distance computation is not
required.It is 99.98% faster than LBG & KPE. It gives the
better PSNR.

4.5 Kekre’s Fast Codebook Generation
(KFCG) [19] :
Codebook Generation (KFCG) algorithm . Image is divided
into the windows of size 2x2 pixels (each pixel consisting of
red, green and blue components). These are put in a row to get
12 values per vector.Collection of these vectors is a training
set (initial cluster).Compute centroid (codevector) of the
cluster. Compare the first element of the training vector with
the first element of the codevector and split the above cluster
into two. Compute the centroids of both the clusters obtained.
Split both the clusters by comparing second element of
training vectors with the second element of the codevectors.
Repeat the process till we obtain codebook of desired size.

4.4 Kekre’s Efficient Vector Rotation
(KEVR)
The disadvantage of LBG is overcome in Kekre‟s Error
Vector Rotation (KEVR) algorithm. To generate the
codebook, the image is first divided into fixed size blocks,
each forming a training vector Xi = (xi1, xi2, .……., xik). The
set of training vectors is a training set. This training set is
initial cluster. The clustering algorithms like LBG and KEVR
are then applied on this initial cluster to generate the
Codebook of desired size. LBG is standard VQ codebook
generation algorithm.
The KEVR algorithms for codebook generation are discussed.
In Kekre Error Vector Rotation algorithm (KEVR) algorithm
two vectors v1 & v2 are generated by adding error vector to
the codevector. Euclidean distances of all the training vectors

Figure 2a. 1st Iteration
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[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]
Figure 2b. 2nd Iteration
Figure 2.KFCG algorithm for 2-D case

[12]

5. CONCLUSION
Today we are living in the information age, where images
have giant share in this information. Clustering technique is
adopted for optimizing the initial codebook that is generated
by any one of the methods. More précised retrieval techniques
are needed to access the large image archives being generated,
for finding relatively similar images. In this paper image
retrieval technique is discussed using vector quantization
which is a popular technique for data compression. For VQ
technique we have used KFCG algorithm to generate
codebook which is very fast as it does not involve any
Euclidian distance computation. This technique for CBIR has
far less complexity. On an average, We have discussed five
different techniques for generating the initial codebook. In
LBG constant error is added every time to split the clusters,
which results in cluster formation in one direction only. The
cluster elongation in LBG is 135˚ in 2-dimensional case. Due
to this reason clustering in LBG is inefficient resulting in high
MSE. To overcome this drawback of LBG modification to it
is introduced by adding proportionate error to change the
cluster orientation in KPE.Thus KFCG splitting the cluster
comparatively faster. This has resulted in improving the
clustering and reducing the image degradation in
reconstructed image considerably.
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